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SUMMARY

This report presents measurer’ents of water vapor continuum absorption
in the 3. 5. m to 4 .O~m region at 65°C and 23°C. The 23°C measurements
are the f irst reported at a temperature below 65°C, to our knowledge .
leasurements nadé at the higher temperature agree with those of Burch ,
et a]. The mos t significant result of the present investigation Is
that the air—broadened water vapor continuum at 23°C is some 2 to 3
times greater than expected based on the high-temperature data and
extrapolation procedure of Burch et al . This is significant not only
because the greater absorption we measure has impact on practical
applications , but also because it indicates at this time that the
temperature dependence of the continuum at the lower temperature above
and bel ow ambient is in question.

The greater absorption at 23°C than expected from the Burch extrapola-
tion also Implies a wide bound of uncertainty In the room temperature
v al ues of C5 and C~ and for the ratio B* for air-broadened water vapor
In this spectral reçion. This is a question which has great practical
significance for electro-optical Imaging systems’ per formance , s ince
transmission as a function of range and humidity Is sensitive to the
magnitude of these parameters. In the absence of self- and air-
b roadened wa ter va por data requi red to determine Cf C~ or even B*,
it is not possible to identify the mechanism by which the water vapor
(continuum) absorbs in this spectral region. Measurements on sel f—
and foreign-broadened water vapor directed to answering this question
are in progress in our laboratory and will be reported at a later date.

The results presented In this report will Increase the accuracy of
modeling results used for the performance prediction and evaluation of
Army and DoD EO and HEL Systems.
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INTRODUCTION

An accurate and deta iled knowledge of atmospheric transmiss ion in and
near the Infrared spectral windows Is essential to the design , perfor-
mance evaluation , and comparative testing of electro-optical (EO)
systems . For example , atmospheric transmission Is an important factor
In the selection of optimum spectral bands for infrared imaging systems.
The transmission In and at the edges of the two major transmission
windows (3—5~im and 8-12i~n) is most important since these are the bands
in which most Infrared devices operate. Also , absorbed radiation will
reappear as thermal energy , thereby potentially leadi ng to nonlinear
effects. For example , propagation of laser flux may be lim ited In a
strongly nonl inear fashion , for sufficiently high power beams.

The generally low values of extinction in these spectral regions neces-
sarily make absorption and scattering coefficients dif ficult to measure
and model satisfactorily. A typical effect of the uncertainties In
water vapor absorption alone Is illustrated by the historical develop-
ment of broadband infrared imaging systems , which are generally designed
to operate in either the 3-5km or 8— l2iim atmospheric windows . Early
desi gn studies were based on atmospheric transmission measurements by
Yates and Taylor [1], which were reduced in such a way as to omit the
lO~im water continuum. Thus , these design studies predicted optimi sti-
cally high performance for Infrared imaging systems operating in the
long wavelen gth window , relative to systems operating in the 3-5~imwindow.

While many constituents contribute to the tota l a tmospheric attenuation ,
the absorption by water vapor is of grea test concern for many practical
situations, especially for long—path high -v isib ility conditions. There
is hardly a region of the infrared spectrum in which water vapor does
not absorb appreciab ly. Moreover , of all th~ important gaseous
absorbers , it is the least understood and most difficu lt to measure
quantitative ly. It is now generally accepted that a water vapor “con—
tinuurn absorption ” exists with in the two major infrared windows (8-l2Um
and 3-5um). However, the absorption coefficients are not known in
either region with sufficien t accuracy at present. In the long wave-
l ength region laboratory and field data exist for environmenta l condi-
tions and a bound has been set for the critical self-to-forei gn—broad-
ening ratio [2]. In the short wavelength region , no continuum measure-
ments have been published for conditions typ ical of the natural envi-
ronment. In lieu of data , continuum absorption has been extrapolated
from high temperature laboratory measurements [3].

In this report we are concerned only with water vapor continuum absorp-
tion In the 3.5km to 4.O~’m spectra l region. Long path (White cell)
measurements on hi gh temperature samples are reported ; and for the
first time , we present labora tory data obtained on samples representa-
tive of environmental conditions. These results increase the accuracy
of the data base used in the model ing of the effects of the atmosphere
on Army and DoD EO and HEL Systems.

4
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The fol ~owing sections present background and analytical procedures ,
describe the experimental techniques , and present the measurement re—
S L1  ts.

PRESENT UNDER STANDING OF THE WATER VAPOR CONTINUA

In the following discussion , transmittance Is taken to be of the form
t = e\r (-kL), where k is an absorption coefficient expressed in krn ’
and L is the path length In km .

The available continuum absorption coefficient measurements data In both
the long and short wavelennth regions have been fit to a functional form
of the type 12 , 41

k
~
(v ,T) ns (C~

(v
~T)P 5 + Cf(V~T)P f)$ (1)

where n5 i s the number of water vapor molecu les per cm 3, C5 and Cf have
units cm (km atm mo I ecule~ and are frequency (v) and temperature (T)
dependent empirical parameters which quantify, respectively, the self-
and foreign-broadening contribution. PS and Pf are, respectively, sel f
(i.e., water vapor) and foreign gas partial pressure in atms . Often ,
the empirical parameters are rearranged and expressed as a self—
broadening coefficient and a self-to-foreign-broadening coefficient:

r Pf
kc(\ ,T) ns C5(v ,T) + 

B* ( \ . ,t) j (2)

where fl*( , ,T) E C5(\ ,T)/Cf(v ,T). These forms closely relate to the
interpretation of the continuum as arising from the wings of distant
strong lines, since early line broadening work 1 5 1 often was d irected
toward i ;easuring a ratio of sel f-to-foreign line width parameters ,
B ‘ 

~s”~f• 
For Lorentz lines , this Interpretation is shown as follows .

Far from the center of the ~
th absorption line, v - and

kw ing ( \
~
) 

~ 

S
0 ~~~~

where S~ and are , respective ly, the strength and center frequency
of the jth absorption line. Since is the sum of self— and foreign—
broadening contributions 15 1,

= ‘

~~~ ~s + 4 Pf. (4)

Then substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (3),

S

- - . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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The continuum parameters may then be related to line paraii~eters as
fol l ows:

I i
0 S

i (
~ 

—

Cf(v) ”~~~ 
s~ ~~ 

• (6)
j ( \  -

Furthermore, If the ratio ~~~ is constant across the band(s), as is

often assumed for approximate work, a self-to-foreign-broadening
efficiency B may be defined .

(7)

f

In this case, for Lorentz lin e shapes, the line broadening efficiency
and the self-to-foreign-broadened continuum ratio have Identical
v a l u e s :

C
(8)

Cf

In genera l , however , El is not constant across the molecular band(s);
and r,oreover , either or both the self-and foreign-broadened line shapes
are not expected to he Lorentzian . Therefore, even though the inter-
pretation of Cs/Cf as B is tempting, it can be correct only under very
speci a l circ L’ stances (e.g ., identical self- and foreign-broadened line
shapes ) . Indeed , slqnificant deviations of Cs/Cf from the expected B
value of a band implies (for the line wing interpretation of the con-
tinuum ) that the self-broadened and foreign-broadened line shapes are
not the sane.

If the interp retation of the continua as far wings of Lorentz lines Is
correct, measured absorption values should agree at least quantitatively
with line -by -line calculations , within accuracy of the measured

S~ and ~ parameters. This is not the case (6 I In the 8-l2~.m region

,6
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~here t s e ~~ ed ahsorpt I on s much tireater than predicted for Lorentz
~ne’~. Thus the question rersists as to whether non—Lorentz line wing

shape’. for either or bot~ se1~ and foreign broadening cause the con—
t

Nev erthe less , the ma gnitude and nature of the measured continua values
do ca rr ~ de fini te imp lic atio n s . In the l0.rn region , the ratio Cf/Cs is
reasured to be at rust .005 , with a l ower bound of Cf/Cs approaching
z ero ~ . If the lines were even nearl y Lorentz the effective ratio

Is  at least an order oi maqnitu de too small. For this reason,
Jimer ” theories 1~ and “cluster ’ explanations 1 81 have been suggested.

In the 3.5~ni to 4.l .m region , the magnitude of the absorption is com-
patible wi th what one would expect If slightly non—Lorentz shapes caused
the discrepancy . Burch 3 reports a ratio Cf/Cs .12 , a value fairl y
consistent with the val ue of 5 which is characteristic of water
vapor - N~ mixtures ~91 . In this region , then , an interpretation of
distant line win gs , for which the self—broadened shape may be sli ghtly
r.re super Lore nt z than the fureiqn-broadened shape , appears more
reasonable.

At the Ohio State Universit y , some ~3 C  total water vapor absorption
data have been obtain ed 11 0 ,11 from which one m ight infer the presence
of a room temperature continuum . These data were obtained with a PF
1 the tun able source and wa ter v apor on mixtures prepared in a White
ce l l .

The rust extensive experiments directed toward determining a water
~apor continuum in this region prior to the work reported here were
elevated temperature measurements (

~ 65°Cl performed by Burch et al.3 . Extrapolat ions were made from the hthh-temperature data to ~3”Cand to the spectral region between 3.5~.m and 3.7~ni. A value of Cf/Cs
c. i~ was suggested; and , lackin g temperature-dependent foreign—broadened
dat a , the temperature dependence of Cf was assumed to he that of C~.
This issue is Import ant since the data show a strong temperature depen-
dence.

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE

Attempts to develop from laboratory data empiric al models ot the 3-5~mcontinuum absorption by atmospheric water vapor over the extremes of
geographic al and seasonal conditions are complicated by the complex
nature of the absorption spectrum . In principle, there Is a water
vapor continuum contribution for every broadening agent with which the
vapor is mixed ; in additi on , a pressure i nduced nitrogen continuum is
superimposed over the water vapor continuum absorption. Also , HDO and
H~O line absorpt ions are superimposed over both continua .
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In performing quantitative investigations , this “background” absorption
must Je subtracted from water vapor spectra to determine the water vapor
continuum . L i e  absorption has a strong spectral dependence, which is
usually measured by using high-resolution scanning spectroscopv and
line parameter extraction techniques. Line absorption for arbitrary
conditions may then be calculated by line -by -line techniques with ar
accuracy determined by the accuracy of individual lin e parameters and
by the assumption of far wing lin e shape . The techniques for deter-
mining continuu m absorption are quite unl i ke those required for deter-
mining line absorption. Continuum absorption does not have spectral
fine structure; consequently, high-resolution and spectral scanning are
not required . High— sensitivity absorption measurements are required ,
however, since the continuum absorption Is weak and cannot be easily
increased by enrichment of the sample. Ideally, the wavelen eths chosen
to measure continuu m ” absorption should have minimum line contributions
to mini mize inaccuracy induced by background extraction . In this work ,
we have eliminated the pressure Induced nitrogen continuum experi-
mentally by a ratio technique which is discussed later. In one series
of measurements the primary source of line background (HDO ) was elimi-
nated experimentall y by using deuterlum depleted water. The analytical
procedure used to subtract lines from “natural” water vapor data are
discussed in the following paragraphs.

The ‘ background” line absorption coefficient k(”) is assumed to be a
superposition of Lorentz line profiles :

k(~ ) = 
~~

- 

~~ 
S~ r 

(9 )
i (~~ 

— 
~~~~~~ 

+ ( .
~ 

1
)

In the above, S0 is line strength per water vapor molecule , is the
air (80% N2 + 20% 02 ) broadened Lorentz width , and n s is the number per
unit volume of the water vapor component (H20 or HDO). The HDO number
is taken to be 0.03% of the more abundant H20 concentrat ion , as is
assumed in the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL ) data compilation
[12,131 .

The line width ~
, is the sum of contributions from self- and foreign-

collision partners :

+ 
~a~a + 

~b~b + •~~~~ ‘ 
(lo)

where the subscript s refers to self-broadening (H 20 - H20 or HDO - HDO
collisions) and the subscripts a , b, .. .  refer to broadening of HDO and
H20 lines by oxygen and nitrogen and by each other. In the present8
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work , line broadening Is caused by a mixture of forei gn gases having a
fixed ratio of a given foreign gas partial pressure to the tota l
foreign gas pressure, pf:

a ; — = b ; etc . (11)
Pf Pf

Consequently,

Ii = Ps ~~~~ + pq(ar a + bY~, +

‘ r = P S Y~~
+ P f Yf (12)

In analyzing the present data , broadening by N2 and °2 individually was
not considered. For HDO lines, air-broadened Lorentz widths y

~ 
measured

by Science Applications , Inc. (SAl), were used [14]. For H20 lines ,
values listed In the AFGL data compilation were used [13). Broadening
of HDO lines by H20 and vice versa was assumed to be self—broadening,
even though this assumption probably represents an upper (maximum)
bound. The large value of the H20 di pole moment would seem to justify
this assumption since dipole—dipole broadening varies as the product
of the squares of the dipole moments , whereas resonance effects are
generally of lesser importance. Accordingly, to account for self—
broadening , a ratio of B = 5 was used for all H20 and HDO collisions
with air molecules.

The temperature dependences of 15 and Y
~ 

depend on the details of the
collision process and on the population of the collision partners . If
long—range forces are primarily responsible for the broadening, impact
thecry (e.g., Anderson theory) [15) may be used to predict a temperature
dependence for each line. However, this is often not the case , particu-
lar ly for foreign broadening of lines having large rotational energy.
Lacking data on the t ines In question and seeking to maintain un Iformity
w Ith work performed elsewhere , we have assumed the usual Inverse square
root temperature dependence [16).

With the approximations described above , data on natural water vapor
broadened by N2/02 were ana lyzed by subtracting line absorption by
usin g high—resolution transmission codes developed by SAL LIne wing
contributions beyond 20 cm 1 from line center were negligibl e , so all
calcula tions were truncated at this value. No attempt was made to
separate self and foreign broadening of the continuum. It Is noted ,

L ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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however, that verification of the ratio measured by Burch as well as
confi rmation of the val ue of C 5 is of considerable practical importance ,
since EQ systems perfo rmance is sensitive to these va lues , except for
the extremes of environmental conditions and slant range applications
for which molecular absorption is not important.

The validity of this analytical approach was confirmed early in the
measurements program , when 65~

’C DF transmission measurements near local
H20 l ines  indicated strength values much smaller than were listed In
the AFGL data compilation at that time . More recently, the computation
was updated , independently of this work , thereby giving good agreemen t
with line absorption measured in the current work. Also , good agree-
ment with HDO contributions is now obtained with the 1976 AIGL compila-
tion (131, since it has been updated to include the latest HDO line
parameter measurements. Measurements of fl/Il ratio in the water vapor
samples were not performed , but measurements performed on deuterium
depleted water vapor samples are consistent with the data taken with
natura l water vapor .

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH ANt ) TECHNI QUES

The experimen ta l equipment includes absorption cells, both long—path
and spectrophone , and line tunable pulsed lasers. The DF laser sources
used for both the long-path absorption cell and spectrophone measure-
ments are grating tunable pulsed Lumonics multigas lasers. Each laser
is operated with an unstable resonator front refl ector resulting in a
doughnut—shaped, near field TEM—OO output beam.

Long—Path Absorption Cell System

The experimental setup for the DF laser measurements using the long-path
cel l Is shown in FIgure 1. The DF laser beam is made coincident with
a visible He—Ne laser beam by using severa l flat mirrors M and one
mirro r M’ with a central hole. Two precision-adj ustable lenses are
inserted in the He-Ne beam to match the effective divergence of the two
lasers. The DF output wavelength is checked by Inserting a lens and
spectrum analyzer into the DF laser beam. After the DF laser beam
traverses the length of the laboratory , It is collected by mi rror CM1 .
Mirror CM2 is used to collima te the OF and lie—Ne laser beams to 5 niim
diameter before entering the 21-ni absorption cell. An optical flat B
is used to split a portion of the bean’ to the cell input detector ID.
The remaining portion of the beam passes through window W . A multipath
through the cel l is obtained by using White— type reflective optics.
The cel l output beaiii is detected by the cel l output detector 00. Tef-
lon membrane filters F are placed in front of the detectors to diffuse
the laser beam . Apertures A are placed in front of the detectors to
prevent detector saturation. A more detailed account is given else-
where 117 I.

10
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FIgure 1. ExperImenta l arrangement.

For the water vapor absorption meas urements , a known amount of water
was introduced Into the 21-rn cell under vacuum and allowed to evaporate.
The equilibrium pressure was measured by a capacitance manometer prior
to injecting an 80%/20% mixture of H2/02 to buffer the water vapor to
760 torr total pressure. After buffering the water vapor partial
pressure was mon itored by using a dewpoint hygrometer. Measurements
were performed at two temperatures , 23° and 65°C. The reference cell
condition required for long-path cel l measurements was a 760 torr
80%/20% mixture of N2/02 with corresponding amount of water vapor
pressure replaced by 02 since N2 absorbs at several OF frequenc ies.
Add itiona l measurement technique details are given elsewhere [18,19).

The signal analyzing system for the long—path absorption cell is
described In the literature [18]. The OF laser pulses are submicro—
second In duration and the pulse repetition frequency is 0.3 liz . Both

11
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the cel l input and output signals are amplified to a nominal 7—V level
for digitization . The cel l input signa l is then appropriately delayed
to match the optical delay experienced by the beam propagated through
the absorption cell. Each signa l is fed into a 14-bit analo g—to—digita l
converter and is pulse—height analyzed . The two digit ized signals are
then sent to a minicomputer controlled analyzi rq system where they are
disp layed and analyzed by computer programs . The real-time display of
the cell Input and cell output si gnals allows detector -ai~plif ier non—
Ilnearit ies as wel l as optical alignment to be corrected during measure-
rents. In addition a new technique, path differencing , is used in data
acquisition to obtain nea rly time independent results (1 9t . The tech-
nique uses rapid changes between two pathlengths to time average short-
term’, and elim inate long—term syster drift normally encountered in long—
path absorption cell measurements . path differences of from 1008 to
1512 ir were used.

Spectrophone System

In the spectrophone ~ysten as with the long-path cell , a Re-Ne laser
bean is made co~mxi~ i with the OF laser beam~. In this case though , a
calori meter is used fcr detert iination of the laser pulse energy. The
pulsed source spectrophon e used for these water vapor measurements con-
sists basically of a semi-closed cylindrical chamber with a dominant
l ongitudina l acousticall y resonant r~ode near 1 kHz (Fig. 2).

~ OLATE D
MICROPHON E CAVITY

Ra~~ WINDOW AT

A COUSTiC ALUMIN IZED MYLAR
‘

~~
‘ DAMPING (DISCS) MUROPHONE

Figure 2. Schematic drawing of pulsed source spectrophone.
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This chamber is positioned within another cylindrical chamber made of
stainless steel which is evacuable and bakeable. The spectrophone en-
trance and exit windows are located in the ends of this outer cyl inder
and are thus wel l removed from the entrance and exit apertures of the
i nterior resonant chamber. This arrangement and acoustical dampers serve
to avoid contributions to the spectr’,phone output signal due to the win-
dow absorption. An alum inum coated mylar diaphragm , forming a complete
circular cyl inder at the perimeter of the inner chamber , serves as a
capac itance microphone sensor for the absorption signal. The time re-
solved sig nals from a number of laser pulses were averaged on a point
by point basis by using a PAR signal “eductor ,1 and the developing sig-
nal was displ ayed on an oscilloscope and plotted for analysis. The set
of relative absorption values was then referenced to a known absorption
using methane as a trace gas in the same N2/02 buffer gas. Both physical
design of the pulsed source spectrophone and methods of signal treatment
have been discussed el sewhere [20 ,21].

Several spectrophone measurements were made to determine whether (1) ex-
traneous sources or (2) impurities contribute to the water vapor absorp-
tion signal. Pure nitrogen was used to verify the absence of extraneous
sources since nitrogen absorbs in a continuum which is very weak at the
shorter wavelength end of the OF laser spectrum (< 10~ ’kni~ at 2800 cm ’) .
No absorption was detected ; therefore, we conclude that no extraneous
sources exist. The approach with regard to the impurities was less
direct. The same singly diztllled water (metallic still) was used for
both spectrophone and Wh ite cel l measurements . In addition , several sets
of spectrophone measurements were made for each of two other water sam-
ples which were prepared in a specially designed , all—glass still. This
still forms a closed system and Is purged with argon during the distil-
lation process. The two samples prepared in this still were singly and
multiply distilled. The results were not significantly different for
the three conditions in spite of the differential distillation of the
componen ts.

DISCUSSION OF EXPERI MENTAL RESULTS

65°C Water Vapor Absorption

As stated above, measurements were made at temperatures of 65° and 23C.
The 65~’C measurements were made to allow a comparison with the water
vapor continuum results of Burch et al. [3 1 near their experimental
conditions. A direct comparison of the total water absorption as
measured here by using the White cell system with the latest calculation
[131 is given in Fig. 3. The overall agreement between the measurement
and the prediction is good. The disagreements between the two results
occur mainly in the region near 2800 cm ’ where 1100 line absorption is
large.
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Figure 3. Total water vapor absorption measurements and predictions
at 65°C with 72 torr water vapor buffered to 760 torr.

This set of measurements has been used to infer the water continuum.
The Inferred values were obtained by subtracting calculated HDO and
H20 line contributions from the 

measured total water absorption values .
The results are shown in Fig. 4 and Table 1 along with the continuum
predicted from Burch’s high-temperature measurements. The present re-
sul ts and the Burch prediction are In substantial agreement between
2450 and 2700 crf~; however, the inferred continuum values have con-
siderable scatter beyond 2700 crn~1 .

The large apparen t scatter in the inferred continuum does not reflect
measurement precision; the precision is indicated by the error bar in
Fig. 4. The scatter is caused by uncertainty in the line absorption
coefficients which are subtracted from the measured data to infer the
continuum . At some frequencies, the line absorption dominates the total
(line plus continuum ) absorption as indicated In Table 1. Burch did not
directly measure the self-broadened continuum at this temperature beyond
2650 cm ’. By using his measured results between 2400 and 2650 cm 1 and
extrapolation scheme (discussed later), the continuum between 2650 and
2820 cm ’ can be modeled [3]. The error l im i t on the Burch predictions
j~ +50%.
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Figure 4. Inferred continuum this work at 65°C with 72 tort water
vapor buffered to 760 torr compared to Burch results.
Burch results are as follows : Solid curve based on 65°C
self-broadened data and higher temperature foreign-
broadened extrapolation ; dashed curve based on extrapola-
tion of higher temperature sel f- and foreign-broadened
data.
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TABLE 1
WATER VAPOR ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS (km ’) x ~~ WITH 72 TORR

WATER VAPOR AT 65°C BUFFERED TO 760 TORR

C
_ I...

I.. C C 4.~ 0 )1~~a) 4 .)0 ).~~ 0 0 C .~~
-~~~ 0) -.- 0) -.- O~~~.E ~~ a) 0 C 4-’ C ~

-) L) 0
- ‘-- 0. •.— o. c

C — .— _i 1.. ~~~ S.. S..
0 ) 0 )  0.1 1 0 0 0 +-)
(11 C 4-) 10 ‘ 0 Id) 0 IA 4-’ •.- S.. C
(V (V U 0 0) -C ~~~ .D C%i.~~ (0 ~C ~~ 0
-~~ -J — I— X I— :~ s— ~~ L)

P1 (3) 2839.796 564 198 6 360 138
P~(4) 2816.385 410 222 13 175 131
P1(5) 2792.434 264 165 2 97 123
P1(6) 2767.968 313 228 1 84 115
P~(3) 2750.096
P1(7) 2742.988 152 25* 0 127 107
P..(4) 2727.312 218 114 2 102 101
P1(8) 2717.543 883 662* 1 220 98
P..(5) 2703.993 185 46 0 139 93
P1(9) 2691 .605 145 62* 5 79 89
P~(6) 2680.173 227 195 3 29 86
P1(lO) 2665.218 221 96 0 125 82
P .,(7) 2655.861 424 367* 0 57 80
P;(4) 2640.075 236 164 0 72 77
P,(8) 2631.067 124 17 44 62 75
P3(5) 2617.389 94 23 0 71 12
P.~(9) 2605.808 267 187* 0 80 70
P3(6) 2594.201 190 83 4 103 69
P~(1O) 2580.102 120 29 0 91 69
P3(7) 2570. 523 111 64 1 46 70
P ..(ll) 2553.954 83 8 0 75 72
P3(8) 2546.375 92 20 1 71 74
P~(9) 2521.769 95 3 1 91 81
P3(lo) 2496.722 96 1 8 87 90
P (l1) 2471.245 137 0 33 104 100

*Inc l udes updated HDO values from references 14 and 22.
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23°C Water Vapor Absorption

Natural water vapor absorption coefficients have been measured in both
the White cell and in the spectrophone , while deuterium-depleted water
vapor values have been measured in the Whit e cell. The natura l water
vapor absorption coefficients measured in the White cel l for 25 DF laser
lines are given In column 3 of Table 2. These results were obtained at
3~C with a water vapor pressure of 14.3 torr and buffered to a totalpressure of 760 torr by an 8O~/2O% mixture of N2/02. Since the absorp-

tion was referenced to that of an 80~/2O~ mixture of I’
~2
/O2, the N2

pressure Induced continuum absorption was subtracted out experimentally.
The above corresponds to the midlatitude summer (MLS) atmospheric model
which has become the standard for such measurements. Table 2 also shows
calculated values for the various component absorption contributions.
The theoretical line absorptions and calculations are based on AFGL
absorption line parameter compilations 1131 (column 4 of Table 2). HDO
calculations (indicated by asterisks) have been modified based on re-
cent SAl spectra l measurements [14 ,22]. The continuum predictions
(column 6 of Table 2) are based on Burch’s measurements 131 . Since his
measurements were made between 65°C and 155 °C , he obtained the continuum
values by extrapolating the higher temperature data to 23~C.

The extrapolation procedure used by Burch , et al. 13 1 to obtain the 23°C
air- broadened water vapor continuum is described completely in reference
3. Since this reference is not readily ava i lab le, the procedure will
be discussed briefly. Severa l wavelengths were chosen in the 3.5.m to
4 .l~ni region where normal water line absorption was a minimum. Absorp-
tion measuremen ts were made at elevated temperatures of 65~

’, ll Y , rId
155°C because sufficient water vapor resulting in measurable absorption
could be introduced into their absorption cell. Pure water vapor absorp-
tion (i.e., with no buffering by other atmospheric gases) was measured
as a function of water vapor pressure. The results were given in terms
of the self-broadened water continuum (assumed to be far wing) empirical
parameter C5 which is related to the absorption coefficient k as follows
[see Eq. (1)1:

k = n 5 C5 p (13)

where p Is the water vapor pressure. k
~ 

was found to var y l inearl y
with water va por pressure and C~ was found to be proportional to
exp(constant/~), where t~ is the temperature in Kelvin. Next, the
foreign-broadened water continuum absorption coefficient CN2 was

measured . Measurements were made at 155°C with 2 atm of water vapor
buffered by nitrogen to 4.5 , 5.7 , 7.5 , and 10 atm. From these measure-
men ts , a measure of CN2 was obtained which relates to the self- and
foreign-broadened water vapor continuum absorption coefficient as

17
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TABLE 2
NATURAL WATER VAPOR ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS ( km 1

) x 10 ~
WITH 14.3 TORR WATER VAPOR AT 23°C BUFFERED TO 760 TORR

C
0

S.. W C  . (‘~
0) 43 0) -~~ 4) E -~~ E 4-’ 0)

-~~ ( V E l -  0 ~ D I..
E ~~~W o  ~~ .0 ~~ 0

C
S.. C — .— S.. S.. -.- .~~ 5.. -.-0 ) 0 )  0 ) 1  (O Ifl IA ~ 0)-I-) 0) 4-I IA 0 0 )4 -’IA C > E 4-’ (V~~~~~ 0 C C 4) C 5.. 4.1 C 4.1 (0

(0 U O W - C  C 4”- 0 ( 0 0 . C  ~~~(00  0 Q J V~-J .J _ 1 ~~~ X -~ L) ~~~ C) ~~
. 

~~~ ~~~ ~.- ~~~

P1(3) 2839.796 145 53 92 39
P1(4) 2816.385 143 48 95 36
P1(5) 2792.434 95 35 60 33
P1(6) 2767.968 111 51 60 31

2750.096 63 20 43 29
P (7) 2742.988 69 5* 64 28
P~(4) 2727.312 69 24 45 27
P1(8) 2717.543 167 120* 47 26
P2(5) 2703.993 61 7 54 24
P1(9) 2691 .605 66 14* 52 23
P (6) 2680.173 93 43 50 22 75
P1(1O) 2665.218 78 20 58 21
P2 (7) 2665.861 129 78* 51 20 103
P 3 (4) 2640.075 78 36 42 19
P2(8) 2631.067 44 8 36 19 38
P 3 (5) 2617.389 44 4 40 18
P2(9) 2605.808 67 32* 35 17
P3(6) 2594.201 64 13 51 17 59
P2(lO) 2580.102 43 4 39 17
P3(7) 2570 523 63 8 55 18 35
P2(11) 2553.954 52 1 51 18
P

3
(8) 2546.375 41 3 38 19 29

P3(9) 2521.769 41 0 41 21
P3(10) 2496.722 44 1 43 23
P3(ll) 2471.245 38 4 34 26

*Includes updated HDO values of SAl from references 14 and 22.
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shown in Eq. (1). AssumIng the nitrogen broadening to be the same as
oxygen broadening , the water vapor continuum absorption due to atmo-
spheric water vapor can be obtained by extrapolation of the above
measurements. The resu lts of Burch s measurements and his extrapolation
scheme (i.e., the extrapolated value of C5 at 23°C with the assumption

that the ratio of CN2 
to C5 at 155°C is the same as that at 23°C for

14.3 torr of water vapor in a 760 torr total pressure atmosphere) are
shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 5 with an estimated +65% error l imit.
A similar approach , with regard to the foreign broadenTng, was followed
for Burch’s 65°C water vapor absorption data presented earl ier.

Inferred continuum absorption coefficients from the present measure-
ments are calculated by subtracting theoretical IWO and H20 line

absorption coefficients from measured total water absorption coeff 1—
d en ts. These are given in  column 5 of Tabl e 2.

A more direct measure of the water vapor continuum was made by using
HDO depleted water [23, 24 1. Water vapor absorption in this spectral
region Is comprised of the water vapor continuum , substantial HDO line
absorption , and weak 1120 line absorption. By using an HDO depleted
water sample the need to subtract absorption line contributions was
eliminated for about one-half of the laser lines used and was only a
few percent of the total absorption for the remaining lines. An
analysis of the deuterium depleted water sample indicated 2~ the
natural 1100 concentration 1251. The results of these measurements
with 24 OF laser lines are given In Table 3. HDO absorption has been
measured [26 1 wIth a spectrophone and these measurements show general
agreement with the predictions. Thus, for an HDO depleted water vapor
sample, the water vapor continuum level is not significantly altered
by the decrease in the MOO molecules.

The total natural water vapor absorption was also measured with a
spectrophone. From these results, an Inferred continuum was obtained
In the same manner as that used for the White cel l measurements. The
spectrophone system was calibrated by using known concentrations of
methane and measured methane absorption coefficients [21 ,271.

The Inferred and directly measured (l~DO-dep1eted) water vapor 
continuum

values at 23°C are given in Table 4 wIth the RMS uncertainties. The
uncertainties shown for the average values listed in column 5 of Table

4 represent typical measurement set R~IS reproducibilitles . The un-
certainties of the average values for laser line at the beginning and
ending of series are larger than others probably due to weaker laser
emission. The average of the three sets 0f data Is shown as circles
in Fig. 5 along with the continuum extrapolated from the Butch measure-
ment and published measurements by the Ohio State University (OSI.))
group [11,281 (see column 7 of Table 2). The solid curve in Fig. 5 is
a least squares fit with an estimated uncertainty of 25%. The present
results indicate a water continuum roughly twice as large as that of
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TABLE 3
HDO DEPLETED WATER VAPOR AND WATER LINE ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS

(kni 
~~) 

x lO~ WITH 14.3 TORR WATER VAPOR AT 23°C BUFFERED TO 760 TORR

111)0 + 1120
1100 Depl eted Wa ter LIne 1

~Laser Frequency Vapor Absorption Absorption
Li ne (cm~~) Coefficlents* Coefficients

P 1(3) 2839.791 117 2 -

P 1 (4) 2816.380 128 4 3
P (5) 2792.434 91 15 1
P1(6) 2767.968 82 10 1
P~(3) 2750.093 76 * 7 -

P 1(7) 2742.9 97 65 12 —

P~(4) 2727.308 90 6
P 1(8) 2717.538 81 6 2
P~(5) 2703.998 70 ‘ 5 —

P , ( 9)  2691.608 50 ‘ 2
P~(6) 26~3O.l78 53 9 1
P 1(lo) 2665.218 46 18 -

P .(7) 2655.863 54 7 2
P ~(4) 2640.075 30 • 3 1
P~(8) 2631.066 33 10 5
P~(5) 2617.336 47 4 -

P.(9) 2605.806 35 6
P~(6) 2594.197 49 11 1
P:(1O) 2580.095 25 13 -

P~(7) 2570.522 43 10 —

P~.(1l) 2553.951 42 7 —

P~(8) 2546.373 33 • 10 -

P~(9) 252 1.769 43 ‘ 11 —

P~(ll) 2471.243 74 6 4

*The uncertainties shown are RIIS measurement uncertai nties , i.e., the
precision of the measurement.
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TABLE 4

WATER VAPOR CONTINUUM ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS
(km ’) x ~~ FOR 14.3 TORR WATER VAPOR AT 23°C BUFFERED TO 760 TORR

Natural Natural HDO Depleted
Laser Water Vapor Water Vapor Water Vapor
Line Spectrophone* White Cell* White Cell* Average ~
P1(3) 92 4 117 * 2 105 18
P 1 (4) 95 - 10 125 4 110 21
P 1 (5) 96 5 60 7 90 15 82 19
P1(6) 68 ± 5 60 4 81 ± 10 70 • 11
P~ (3) 43 10 76 ± 7 60 • 23
P 1(7) 7 8 ± 4  64 ± 6 65 12 69 ~ 8
P2(4) 62 6 45 ± 5 89 * 6 65 • 22
P 1(8) 75 7 47 ~ 11 79 • 6 67 + 17
P.~(5)  57 3 54 ± 7 70 ~ 5 60~ 9
P 1 (9)  48 • 2 52 ± 8 49 • 2 50 ± 2
P~(6) 49~~ 3 50± 8 52~ 9 50~ 2
P1(lO) 28 2 58 ± 8 46 ± 18 44 15
P7 (7) 48 ± 5 51 ± 6 52 - 7 50 ~ 2P3(4)  19 ± 2 42 ± 10 29± 3 30 ~ 12
P2(8 )  38 ± 4 36 ± 7 28 ± 10 34 5
P .~(5) 42 ± 3 40 ± 3 47 ± 4 43 ~ 4
P2(9 )  37 ± 4 35 ± 9 34 ± 6 35 ~ 2
P3(6) 46 ± 2 51 ± 11 48 ± 11 48 ± 3
P,(1O) 39 ~ 4 39 ± 20 25 13 34 ~ 8
P 3 ( 7 ) 39 ± 2 55 ± 10 43 ± 10 46 ± 8
P~(1l) 51 ± 8 42 ± 7 47 ± 6
P 3 (8) 36 ± 3 38 ± 10 33 ± 10 36 ± 3
P- ( 9 )  40 ~ 3 41 ~ 7 43 ± 11 41 ~ 2
P3(10) 43 ± 12 43 ~ 12
P3 (ll) 34 ± 15 70 ± 6 52 ± 25

*The uncertainties shown are RMS measurement uncertainties, i.e., the
precision of the measurement.

tlhe uncertainties shown are RMS measurement uncertainties, i.e., the
reproducibility of the measurement set.
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Figure 5. Compari son of measured water continuum at 23°C
with 14.3 torr water vapor buffered to 760 torr.

Burch near 3.8km , and about a factor of 3 greater near 3.5~.m. The in-
ferred OSU continuum values indicate a continuum l evel slightly less
than present values .

The Burch measurements of water vapor continuum did not include an
analysis of how the expected error bounds on the self- and foreign-
induced coefficients (C5 and Cf) influence the error in the total water
continuum absorption coefficient k~. 

A ~1onte Carl o technique was used
for evaluating the combination of the various errors, including the
effects of temperature extrapolation [29].

Briefly, the Monte Carlo technique employed selects statisticall y, from
appropriate distribution functions , values for all the var iabl es wh ich
have an associated uncertainty. The values for these variables are
then combined , according to the governing equation , to’ eval uate a
statistical sample for kc. This procedure is repeated several hundred
times (each time using new randomly generated numbers), until sufficient
statistics are accumulated to evaluate accurately the total uncertainty
in k~.
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Results of this analysis on Burch’ s data and a comparison with present
results are shown In Fig. 6. The present values are wel l above the
closest error bound. It is concl uded that the high-temperature measure-

• ments agree quite wel l with the Burch measurements, but the 23’C extrap-
olation of Burch underestima tes the continuum by at least a factor of 2.
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Figure 6. Comparison of water continuum absorption measurements:
• Burch’s uncertainty bounds and this work measurements.

Temperature = 23°C , pressure 1120 14.3 torr , total
pressure 760 torr.

IMPACT OF RESULTS ON MODELIN(

An understanding of the water vapor continua in both the 3.0~m to 5.0im
and the 8.01m to 12.O~m regions is Important for predicting performance
of high—energy laser (MEL) devices and for performance eva l uations of
broadband systems.
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The significance of deter ilining accurately the water vapor continuum
absorption In the 3.0~n1 to 5.0~m region is indicated In analysis of
performance of thermal imaging systems. Comparisons have been made of
relative performance between forward-looking In f ra red  (FUR) devices
designed to operate in the 3.Ol m to 5.O~m and 8.Ol m to l2.Ol m windows1301 . Transmission predictions , and therefore, FUR performance , are
Impacted by the magnitude of the sel f- and foreign-broadening coeffi-
cients , their relative magnitud~e and their temperature dependence.The effect at the shorter wavelength window is shown in Fig. 7 where
various continua models are used in the propagation model LOWTRAN 3A
131 I. The results show the transmission without continuum absorption ,
with the Burch extrapolation , and with the present results. As can be
seen there is significant effect on the transmission depending on what
value is used ~or the continuum absorption. For the conditions con-
s idered i n reference 29, the difference between the Burch continuum
value and the present values has a factor of 5 effect on the relative
performance of a 3-5;m FLIR as compared to an 8-12im device.
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2800. 2700 2600. 2500. 2400. 2300• 2200. 2100

00 1 I 1 I

080 • -
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~~~ O60 ’

040 • -
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3.7 39  4 1  4.5 4.5 4 ?

WAVELENGTH (MICROMETERS)

Figure 7. Calculated spectral atmospheric transmission for various *

water continuum models: tropical model atu iosphere, 8.5
km visibility, 0.75 km altitude , 5 km range ; (a) zero
con tinuum, (b) contInuum extrapolated from measurements
of Burch , (c) continuum measured this work.
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